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Description
With The Art of Spiral Drawing, artists of all skill levels can learn to create their own spiral art without the help of a Spirograph®. Inspired 
by the Spirograph®, the popular childhood toy from the 1960s that's seen a resurgence over the last few years, The Art of Spiral Drawing
features drawing tips and techniques using pencil, pen, and colouring tools, such as markers; how-to drawing projects; and edgy, on-
trend art in black and white as well as colour that's sure to appeal to audiences both young and old. Written and illustrated by Jonathan 
Stephen Harris, the author of The Art of Drawing Optical Illusions, this book will draw in all kinds of artists, from doodlers and beginning 
or intermediate drawers to optical illusionists, 3D artists, and more.

About the Author
Jonathan Stephen Harris started his freelance artist career drawing portraits of people and pets, and then moved on to creating tattoo 
designs for studios all over the world. For ten years he worked online creating custom tattoo designs. Now he spends most of his time 
painting and creating fonts and typefaces for both personal and commercial use. He has a successful YouTube channel, TattooWoo, 
showing how-to-draw videos and the processes he takes when creating art and designs.
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